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Greece weighs on global risk premium
Risk aversion continues to affect global financial markets, in spite of better-than-expected economic 
data in the USA and China. The main factors behind the increase in the global risk premium relate 
to the Greek aid package; particularly to the time that it will take to deliver, and whether private-
investment involvement will be required. The European Commissioner for Economic and Financial 
Affairs announced last Thursday that he wants an agreement on additional financial aid to Greece 
achieved by July 11, two weeks after the previously expected deadline (June 24), and 4 days before 
the €2.4bn debt repayment that Greece has to make. But to provide additional support to Greece, 
the EU and the IMF want Greece to commit to the austerity program. Thus it will also be crucial 
that the Greek Prime Minister Mr Papandreou wins the confidence vote this Sunday, so that the 
Greek Parliament is able to pass the austerity measures at the end of June. On the other hand, 
the upcoming meetings of EU leaders will bring an opportunity to get an agreement on private-
investors involvement, although comments from EU ministers after the last ECOFIN meeting 
suggested that any private bail-out must be voluntary, in line with the ECB position (see highlight). All 
of this suggests that financial strain will remain high in the coming days.

Inflation prompts more tightening
Although last week some Asian Central banks moderated their bias on inflation, citing concerns on 
global growth, this week both China and India continued their monetary tightening in order to fight 
against the ongoing inflation pressures (see highlight). Meanwhile the Central Banks of Brazil, Chile 
and Colombia hiked rates 25bp but they have left the door open to a pause in their interest rate 
normalization process if the global deterioration deepens.
Next week the Federal Reserve holds a two-day meeting. We expect its monetary policy to remain 
unchanged. This week’s economic data suggested that the US economy is facing a soft patch phase 
rather than a double-dip, while core inflation rose 0.3% m/m in May to levels not seen since July 2008. 
This has been driven by price increases in apparel, shelter, new vehicles, and recreation. But the Fed will 
wait until indicators show clear evidence that the US economic growth is self-sustainable. 
In the EMU investors will be focused on the conclusion of the EU Council meeting. Additionally, the 
EZ June PMI will give investors some clues about the degree of the cyclical slowdown in the area.

Table 1

Greece: Public debt repayment 
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Greece: Same road, but much noisier than expected
The most probable scenario is still minimal private sector involvement - but with delays to key decisions.

TARGET2: the other side of the (ECB liquidity) coin  
It does not increase the monetary base or generate any new risk.

China: rising inflation brings more monetary tightening
Activity indicators show a healthy moderating trend, while inflation remains high.
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Markets
Greece’s risk premium rockets  
In general, OECD curves have been undergoing additional corrections, as the risk from Greece 
has led to growing nervousness on markets. The latest driver was the Greek prime minister’s offer 
to resign, which triggered a new risk premium shock, but was later rejected. Not only are euro 
rates already at lower levels than during the Japanese crisis at the short end, and below January 
levels at the long end, we are also starting to see some knock-on effects on parts of the market 
which were previously less affected. For example, asset swaps have a slightly more upward bias, 
reflecting greater sensitivity to financial risk and the implications for the liquidity market in the 
short term. In fact, the curves for USD Euribor and Libor futures tightened for the earliest expiries 
(5bp up in recent days, while the latest have corrected downward). This trend has previously been 
seen when there was credit event risk on other occasions. 

The supports are holding up, but the pressure remains   
The rally we anticipated last week, led by the financial and cyclical sectors lasted a day and a 
half. Major discrepancies at the heart of the EMU – in one camp Germany, and in the other the 
ECB and France – with regard to the second bailout of Greece, together with the more or less 
persistent slowdown reflected in US and Asian macro data have led to greater pressure on 
the euro and fresh falls on equity markets. These drops have also occurred at a time of high 
correlation between sectors and an increase in volatility, with the VIX and V2X breaking above 
critical resistances. In addition, as we mentioned last week, increased European sovereign risk 
would result in flows favouring a return to the negative correlation between the dollar and the 
EuroStoxx/S&P-500 relative. The problem is that the underlying trends, in macro terms and in 
terms of Greece, will persist, at least in the short term. This is not good news for financial markets, 
above all Europe. On the positive side, traded volumes are declining as equity markets correct, 
favouring the leaders, the S&P-500 and the Shangai Composite, maintaining their key medium-
term supports at approximately 1.250 and 2.670, respectively. 

Greek Debt Issue Key Driver for FX   
FX markets continue to watch the Greek peripheral debt issue with angst. The news flow appears 
to be changing on an almost daily basis, underscoring our view of generally higher FX vols across 
the board and specifically in EURUSD and EUR crosses. The most important announcement 
during the most recent week was Luxembourg’s Finance Minister suggesting late Tuesday 
afternoon a decision regarding another Greek bailout previously expected at or on 20 June 
would be delayed. The result was a circa 2% decline in EURUSD Wednesday with the pair posting 
its worst performance since August 2010. During the rout, the USD was very well bid with the 
USD-index also experiencing its best day since August 2010. As EUR positioning has backed off its 
record highs, we believe the Greek situation coupled with the US economic data flow will be the 
key themes to watch in the coming weeks.  
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Greece: Same road, but much noisier than expected
This week two main events have affected the prospects of resolution of the Greek crisis, amid 
increased volatility in sovereign markets. On the one hand, the Greek prime minister has changed 
the minister of finance (Mr Venizelos will substitute Mr Papaconstantinu) in order to revive 
the push for fiscal reforms, and after an offer of a coalition government was rejected by the 
opposition (who oppose the current austerity measures and want new elections). The crucial 
vote on the fiscal reforms will take place around June 30, and there is still internal opposition 
from the governing party to new measures, although the most probable scenario is that they 
will be approved. On the other hand, there are likely to be delays to the new package of fresh 
money that the troika will concede to Greece to cover its financial needs as from 2012. Until now 
it was expected that this would be approved at the EU summit on 23-24 June, since ensuring 
future financing was a requirement by the IMF to disburse the pending tranche of the current 
loan, which is needed by Greece before mid-July to avoid default. Now the IMF seems to have 
dropped such a requirement, and the debate on the new package has been postponed to July 11, 
or even later. The crucial point of the involvement of the private sector in the new package has to 
be resolved within that debate. Between the two likely options – the German one of a debt swap 
extending maturities, and the ECB one of purely voluntary rollover of current debt- the most likely 
one at this point is the latter, but it is far from sure. All in all, the most probable scenario remains 
unchanged – a new package for Greece, minimal involvement of the private sector - but with 
delays to the key decisions and with much more noise than necessary, which is being reflected in 
spreads throughout the region.

TARGET2: the other side of the (ECB liquidity) coin
TARGET2 balances arise from the cross-border distribution of central bank money within the 
decentralized structure of the euro system. These accounts are intra-system positions, reflecting 
movements in the balance of payments. They are debts between National Central Banks (NCBs) 
that are aggregated across the eurozone by TARGET2 (the EU gross settlement system). The 
balance is not reported on the ECB’s balance sheet, since it is zero in the aggregate, but it does 
show up on the respective balance sheets of the NCBs as interest-bearing claims against, and 
liabilities to the ECB system. Until mid-2007, the Target accounts were very small, but since then 
they have grown until the end of 2010. Total Eurosystem TARGET2 claims at the end of 2010 
were €457.1bn while in 2005 they were €71bn. According to the latest data, the Bundesbank 
is supporting most of the lending (€325.7bn: 70%) while the Central Bank of Ireland (CBI) is 
the biggest borrower (around €150bn), followed by the NCBs of Greece and Portugal (€87bn 
and €61bn, respectively). These balances do not affect the amount of monetary base available 
because for a given monetary base growth, the distribution of liquidity is a result of the ECB 
still providing liquidity at a fixed rate and on a full allotment basis. In terms of risks, the size and 
distribution of the target accounts across the Eurosystem central banks are, however, irrelevant to 
their risk exposure by the provision of funds from the Eurosystem. For that reason, this does not 
create any new risk not already contained in monetary policy refinancing operations; therefore, 
no matter which NCBs executes the Eurosystem refinancing operation, any losses would be 
shared among the NCBs of the Eurosystem.

China: rising inflation brings more monetary tightening   
The People’s Bank of China (PBoC) earlier this week announced another 50bp hike in the required 
reserve ratio (RRR), effective from June 20. It marks the sixth hike in the RRR this year on top of 
two previous 25bp hikes, and is expected to withdraw around RMB 390 billion in liquidity. The 
move brings the RRR for large banks to a new record of 21.5%. The hike in the RRR came on the 
heels of the release of the latest batch of monthly economic indicators, for May. Robust outturns 
for industrial production, retails sales and urban fixed investment all helped to allay concerns of 
a hard-landing. However, headline inflation in May climbed to 5.5% y/y, the highest figure since 
August 2008, driven by both food and non-food components. The outturn was in line with 
expectations, but well above the authorities’ 4% comfort range. We expect inflation to peak in 
June at around 6%, before declining during the second half of the year. Given ongoing inflation 
risks, we expect the authorities’ gradual monetary tightening to continue, with two more rate 
hikes in Q2/Q3, and at least another 50bp increases in the RRR.
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Calendar: Indicators 
Eurozone: Flash PMI composite (June, June 23rd)
Forecast: 54.8 Consensus: 55.2 Previous: 55.8 

Comment: we expect the composite PMI to decline further in June, especially in the manufacturing 
sector, while confidence in services should remain more resilient. The average composite PMI for Q2 
should have remained in expansionary territory, but clearly below Q1’s level, closer to those observed in 
the second half of last year when GDP grew by around 0.3%-0.4% q/q. This declining trend is expected 
to be observed across member estates, although the divergence between the core and the periphery 
will continue. Market Impact: a very negative surprise could be interpreted by markets as more 
moderation in economic growth than anticipated.

Germany: Retail sales (May, June 24th) 
Forecast: 0.6% m/m Consensus: 1.0% m/m Previous: 0.6% m/m    

Comment: German retail sales are likely to have increased further in May, as observed in the 
previous month, although at a more moderate pace than in Q1. These figures should continue 
showing very subdued household spending in the current quarter, suggesting that private 
consumption could decelerate somewhat in Q2, after growing at a good pace in previous 
quarters. Nevertheless, the drivers underlying household consumption have been building up 
over past quarters and are still there. Market impact: a sharp drop in retail sales could raise 
doubts about the sustainability of the recovery in domestic demand, returning to a pattern of 
growth which is more dependent on the evolution of external demand.

US: FOMC Rate Decision (May, June 22th)
Forecast: 0.0%-0.25% Consensus: 0.0%-0.25% Previous: 0.0%-0.25% 

Comment: a decelerating economy and rising prices might create a policy dilemma if sustained for 
long periods. However, the Fed believes that the recent increase in inflation is temporary and the 
pass-through effect to underlying prices will be limited. The latest CPI release showed that headline 
inflation rose 0.2% MoM in May, the lowest level of 2011, while core inflation was unexpectedly high 
at 0.3% MoM. We expect the Fed to continue to monitor core inflation in 2H11. Moreover, after the 
recent slowdown, the Fed is more concerned with economic sustainability rather than inflation. 
Therefore, we expect no change to the current Fed Funds rate of 0% - 0.25%. Market Impact: the 
probability of interest rate hikes is extremely small, therefore we expect little market activity following 
Wednesday’s meeting. If there are any significant changes in the statement, equity and fixed income 
markets will be immediately affected. 

US: Durable Goods Orders (May, June 24th)
Forecast: 1.1% m/m Consensus: 1.6% m/m Previous: -3.6% m/m

Comment: durable goods orders declined in April 3.6% MoM, on a seasonally-adjusted basis, after 
a large jump in March (4.6% MoM). Most of the industries saw declines in new orders but the main 
driver of this drop was transportation equipment, which had the largest decrease in the last four 
months, at 9.3%. We expect economic activity to increase in 2Q11, which should positively impact 
durable goods orders in May. Market Impact: if durable goods orders surpass consensus estimates, 
it would suggest stronger future economic activity and, therefore, equity markets will react favorably.   

Japan export growth in May (June 20th)
Forecast: 1.3% y/y Consensus: -8.4 % y/y Previous: -12.4% y/y

Comment: after a series of disappointing production and activity indicators in March and April, it 
appears that a strong rebound is underway as disruptions to supply chains, especially in the auto 
sector, are diminishing. As a result, May exports should begin to show some growth. Market impact: 
a higher-than-expected outturn would lift confidence in Japan’s recovery and growth outlook.
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This document and the information, opinions, estimates and recommendations expressed herein, have been prepared by Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria, 
S.A. (hereinafter called “BBVA”) to provide its customers with general information regarding the date of issue of the report and are subject to changes without 
prior notice. BBVA is not liable for giving notice of such changes or for updating the contents hereof.

This document and its contents do not constitute an offer, invitation or solicitation to purchase or subscribe to any securities or other instruments, or to 
undertake or divest investments. Neither shall this document nor its contents form the basis of any contract, commitment or decision of any kind.

Investors who have access to this document should be aware that the securities, instruments or investments to which it refers may not be appropriate 
for them due to their specific investment goals, financial positions or risk profiles, as these have not been taken into account to prepare this report. 
Therefore, investors should make their own investment decisions considering the said circumstances and obtaining such specialized advice as may be 
necessary. The contents of this document is based upon information available to the public that has been obtained from sources considered to be reliable. 
However, such information has not been independently verified by BBVA and therefore no warranty, either express or implicit, is given regarding its accuracy, 
integrity or correctness. BBVA accepts no liability of any type for any direct or indirect losses arising from the use of the document or its contents. Investors 
should note that the past performance of securities or instruments or the historical results of investments do not guarantee future performance.

The market prices of securities or instruments or the results of investments could fluctuate against the interests of investors. Investors should be aware 
that they could even face a loss of their investment. Transactions in futures, options and securities or high-yield securities can involve high risks and are 
not appropriate for every investor. Indeed, in the case of some investments, the potential losses may exceed the amount of initial investment and, in such 
circumstances, investors may be required to pay more money to support those losses. Thus, before undertaking any transaction with these instruments, 
investors should be aware of their operation, as well as the rights, liabilities and risks implied by the same and the underlying stocks. Investors should 
also be aware that secondary markets for the said instruments may be limited or even not exist.

BBVA or any of its affiliates, as well as their respective executives and employees, may have a position in any of the securities or instruments referred to, directly 
or indirectly, in this document, or in any other related thereto; they may trade for their own account or for third-party account in those securities, provide 
consulting or other services to the issuer of the aforementioned securities or instruments or to companies related thereto or to their shareholders, executives 
or employees, or may have interests or perform transactions in those securities or instruments or related investments before or after the publication of this 
report, to the extent permitted by the applicable law.

BBVA or any of its affiliates´ salespeople, traders, and other professionals may provide oral or written market commentary or trading strategies to its clients 
that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed herein. Furthermore, BBVA or any of its affiliates’ proprietary trading and investing businesses 
may make investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations expressed herein. No part of this document may be (i) copied, photocopied 
or duplicated by any other form or means (ii) redistributed or (iii) quoted, without the prior written consent of BBVA. No part of this report may be copied, 
conveyed, distributed or furnished to any person or entity in any country (or persons or entities in the same) in which its distribution is prohibited by law. Failure 
to comply with these restrictions may breach the laws of the relevant jurisdiction.
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invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity (within the meaning of section 21 of the financial services and markets act 2000) may otherwise 
lawfully be communicated (all such persons together being referred to as “relevant persons”). This document is directed only at relevant persons and must 
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